Topiramate: effect on EEG interictal abnormalities and background activity in patients affected by focal epilepsy.
To evaluate the effects of topiramate (TPM) on interictal epileptiform abnormalities (IEA) and background activity by means of a computerized EEG analysis, in adult patients affected by focal epilepsy, with or without secondarily generalization, treated with TPM as adjunctive therapy or monotherapy. Twenty-four patients affected by symptomatic or cryptogenic focal epilepsy underwent long-term video-EEG recording before and after TPM addition (mean dose 175+/-25 mg per day). TPM addition induced a significant reduction of both partial and secondarily generalized tonic-clonic (SGTC) seizures; treatment responder patients (seizure reduction > or = 50%) were 19 out of 24 patients (79.1%), of whom 5 were seizure-free. Quantitative analysis of IEA showed a significant decrease in the mean number of spikes/10 min during TPM therapy ( 4.2+/-4.2 versus 2.2+/-4.4; P<0.003 ). The analysis of spatial distribution of interictal spikes showed that such reduction was more evident at the level of the epileptogenic area rather than on the spreading component. Statistical analysis revealed only a significant decrease of mean relative power of alpha band in the EEG spectral content, recorded at rest in a group of 18 out of 24 epileptic patients during TPM therapy. In addition, during TPM treatment we observed a significant reduction in alpha reactivity without any important changes of alpha indexes (peak frequency and median frequency). These findings suggest that TPM has a strong inhibitory effect on IEA, probably acting on the generating processes, and, if used at low dosage and gradually titrated, seems to have only mild interferences with EEG background activity.